Minutes of Patients Reference Group
24th September 2013
Start 530pm

Members present: Chairman, Vice Chair, Secretary, Debbie Hamilton, Sharon Tufts, Dr Gill

Apologies: 4 patients

(Chair)  opened the meeting and asked 'why it started at 5.30pm instead of 6pm?'
This reflected by a letter going out to all members by Vice Chair and Secretary to discuss with members the protocol for Patient Reference Group and for all members to have a copy of this to refer to within the meetings. Alas not all members received the said letter for this. Apologies were made for this. 

As well Chairman enquired the difference between the PPG and PRG? This was initiated by National Department of Health as a directive for the general practices. One of the group expressed they always referred to PRG at her other meetings she attends and handed out literature. 

Notice Board: No further action to date

Newsletter: One of the group member’s is now not able to proceed with this. However, another group member is interested, need to speak to him for this. Practice team member was supporting the group but has now left the practice. The practice are continuing to recruit the post and help will be available in near future. 

Website: No further action. However, Sharon Tufts currently keeps this up to date.

Survey: Wawn Street Surgery GP Surgery has been compiled and Chairman couldn't see the point for not using the exiting one with a few amendments. A group member disagreed with this as she felt all members should have an input with this. The surgery is committed to having a yearly one. Suggestions were waiting times? Play area for children? Catchment area? and there is a similar one already out there.

One group member attended the C.C.G patients group and there will be a copy on the notice board for patients to read. The practice brought a letter to the meeting from Impact which is supporting families to focus on what matters eg: families affected by divorce, separation and offering many different projects and provide both individual and group support to families. 

Practice Report Dr Gill: Nationally all practices to have their Member of Parliament visit the practice? For patients to bring questions at a pre-arranged date? Members declined this. There are new members of staff in place. New nurse. Secretary and Caretaker. 

CQC have had a visit for Cross Infection in practices, Debbie Hamilton expressed this is a huge task relating to having: no live plants in practice, no magazines, toys but minimum, chairs to be replaced to vinyl as they are easier cleaned, the blinds to be replace the hand gel as well as patients can be allergic to them, it is all about cross contamination. 

There is a new texting service for patients appointments where they will be sent there text reminder for their following appointment. 

Next meeting: November 19th 2013 at 6pm





